USB for Remote Desktop with IGEL thin clients. It just works!
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Introduction

IGEL thin clients with embedded USB for Remote Desktop is an amazing result of our joint collaboration. The innovative product adds the break-through USB redirection functionality of our USB for Remote Desktop to IGEL's state-of-the-art hardware. This is the ultimate solution for large TS and VDI environments, where redirection of USB devices is a must. USB for Remote Desktop has proven to be the most reliable, feature-rich and user-friendly solution on the market.

General aspects of USB for Remote Desktop

Whenever you need to use a USB device in a TS or VDI environment, USB for Remote Desktop is at your disposal. The program provides you with full access to your local USB devices from within your remote desktop. It is an advanced yet easy-to-use USB redirecting solution offering a wide range of features.

1. USB for Remote Desktop works over both Microsoft RDP and Citrix ICA protocols.
2. The software is compatible with any type of USB devices.
3. USB for Remote Desktop doesn't require any drivers on the local computer. It is a completely driver-free solution.
4. The software provides you with a possibility to redirect both USB ports and particular devices, which makes it really convenient and flexible.

5. It is 100% software solution. No additional hardware is needed.


   By means of USB for Remote Desktop, both simple and advanced, any USB device can be accessed from your remote desktop session. It is a secure, time-saving and effective way to work with USB devices remotely.

**IGEL Universal Desktop thin client**

FabulaTech USB for Remote Desktop is embedded in the following IGEL Universal Desktop thin clients: IGEL UD2, UD3, UD5, UD7 and UD9 with the operating system IGEL Linux (LX), the IGEL Windows Embedded Standard 2009 and Windows Embedded Standard 7 systems in their advanced firmware packages.

IGEL Universal Desktop thin clients are a secure, reliable and cost-effective alternative to PCs, which is easy to administrate in any infrastructure. The leading management software in this sector, IGEL Universal Management Suite (UMS), is included for free.

The **Universal Management Suite (UMS)** is an easy-to-use yet extremely powerful software that allows you to remotely manage your IGEL thin clients so that support costs are kept to a minimum. It is extremely open and network friendly so that it easily fits into your organization’s existing infrastructure. The IGEL thin clients can be connected both with popular Virtual Machines and the Terminal Server environment. The support of usb for remote desktop by means of the IGEL Universal Desktop thin clients
expands the application range and open up new possibilities. Just plug in the device and get started, usb for remote desktop is already preinstalled on every IGEL thin client.

**USB for Remote Desktop with IGEL thin client.**

Today more and more companies, from large multinational giants to small businesses, rely on thin client computer infrastructure. It allows them to greatly save costs and simplify the system and software administration process. However, in many cases being able to move the computational power to the server is not enough for a productive workflow – employees often need to use their security dongles, mass storage devices, printers, scanners and other USB peripherals with the software running on the remote server without leaving their workspace.

Luckily, IGEL thin clients with FabulaTech USB for Remote Desktop technology give you this possibility. To be able to use your USB device on the server, all you need to do is simply plug it into an IGEL thin client and USB for Remote Desktop will instantly redirect it to your remote desktop session – simple as that! USB for Remote Desktop Workstation comes pre-installed on IGEL thin clients and USB for Remote Desktop Server is always available on FabulaTech’s website: [http://www.usb-over-network.com/partners/igel/](http://www.usb-over-network.com/partners/igel/)

If you value your time and money, choose IGEL thin clients with built-in FabulaTech USB for Remote Desktop and make your workflow even more productive!